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Special points of
interest:
Every Friday Sharing table
MHCC
6 July—public talk (page
10)
7 July—Live music at the
Moutere Inn (page 10)
28 & 29 July—Sarau winter
book sale (page 11)
11 August—Circus party
(page 12)
18 August—Lifestyle
blockers skills day (page
12)
20 & 21 October—175th
anniversary of German
settlement (page 10)

BODY AND SOUL

LOCAL LIVES
Kris Wilson grew up in America where she graduated with
a BSc from the University of Oregon and then went on to
complete a Veterinary degree from the University College
Dublin in Ireland. It was in Ireland where she met and fell
in love with a southern man, Jaden. In 2002 she moved to
Dunedin to live on his family farm and began her small
animal veterinary career. She worked as a small animal
veterinarian in Dunedin for 10 years and in this time
became a wife and mother of two. In 2012 they made a
family decision for Kris to leave the world of small animal
medicine to spend more time with her children. A six
month detour in 2013 to the beautiful beaches of the east
coast in the North Island ended in Upper Moutere.
Kris has always enjoyed making people smile and having a
good laugh and has been practising yoga for most of her
adult life - specifically Dru yoga for the past 5 years. She
fell in love with Dru yoga so much that she joined the first
NZ Dru Yoga Teacher Training in Motueka at the end of
2014 and is now a registered Dru Yoga Teacher.
She has heaps of gratitude for her Dru journey. Teaching
now allows her to bring happiness, joy and harmony into
others’ lives. Her weekly classes are for all abilities. She
focuses on allowing everyone to be themselves and have a
great time doing it! “Yoga is an amazing way to open the

mind and gain a greater amount of respect for our physical
body” says Kris and “anyone can do it!” She currently runs
two classes in Upper Moutere and one in Mapua. One class
is a Men’s class which is proving to be a very popular class
with a wide range of men from the community attending
every week. Kris appreciates her medical knowledge of
physiology and anatomy when teaching her yoga classes.
She’s passionate about people understanding how
dynamic their physical body is and feels yoga allows her to
deliver this from a heart space. There is a new teacher
training course that is just about to start in August of this
year and she would encourage anyone who is interested to
contact Sue Cleaver at 035432 125. “Even if you decided
not to teach the course will enrich your life in so many
ways.” says Kris.

Kris’ classes at the Moutere Hills Community Centre on a
Monday night from 6:30 - 7:45 and Tuesday night (Men’s) 6:30 7:45. She also runs a Friday Morning class at the Mapua Hall
from 9:30 - 10:45. The first class is FREE! On July 1st she will
be running a fundraising workshop at the MHCC and all the
proceeds will go to The Empire Dance Youth Trust. Her
daughter along with three other girls from the Moutere are part
of the Empire Dance Competition team and any money made will
help get them to Australia this October for an international
Competition. If you are interested in joining any of the classes or
attending the workshop, contact Kris at 0275252814 or email
her at jkwilsonkeen@gmail.com.

PLACING AN ADVERTISEMENT
Thank you for advertising in the Grapevine—you help us
cover the cost of producing and delivering this free
community newsletter each month.
The deadline for each issue is the 15th of the month.
Please
email
your
print-ready
ad
to—
umograpevine@hotmail.com or provide paper based, printready copy to Tanya Doty at the Old Post Office/Moutere
Gold.
The following prices apply for advertising:
∞ Births, marriages, deaths and giveaway notices: free
∞ Business card size advertisement: $12
∞ 1/4 page advertisement: $25
∞ 1/2 page advertisement: $50
∞ Full page advertisement: $95 (if space available).
Please deposit payment (and identify it with your name) to
our account: NBS 03 1354 0229034 16.
Sending us editorial items
We warmly welcome editorial contributions to the Grapevine
from all residents in the Moutere and Tasman regions. You
make the newsletter an interesting read!
There is no cost to having your articles published but if you
are telling the community about a commercial or fundraising
venture, we do appreciate a small donation to help us cover
our costs—see above for bank details.
Archived coloured copies of the Grapevine are available
at www.mouterehills.org.nz\community\the-grapevine
courtesy of the Moutere Hills Community Centre Staff.
Grapevine circulation is 1300 copies. This issue has been
constructed by volunteers: Miriam Lynch, Tanya Doty,
Beverley Sellers, Sharon Beuke and Heather Eggers.
Disclaimer
Views expressed in articles in The Grapevine are not
necessarily those of The Grapevine team or its editor. While
every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the
information included in this publication, The Grapevine takes
no responsibility for errors or omissions or for any
consequences of reliance on this information. Publication of
advertising material implies no endorsement of either a
product or a service.
The Grapevine has the right to refuse publication of
advertisements or submissions that are inappropriate,
offensive or defamatory.
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The Wakefield Apple Fair organising committee wishes
to thank the following local businesses who generously
provided sponsorship and support, and the many volunteers and community groups who gave up their time to
make our 2018 event possible.
Key supporters: Tasman District Council and Network
Tasman
Nelson Pine Industries * Hoddy’s Orchard * The Villa,
Wakefield * Mountain Valley Honey * Tall Poppy Real
Estate * Tasman Bay Food Group * Pic’s Peanut Butter *
Goulter’s Vinegar Products Wilson’s Abel Tasman * Flip
Out Nelson * Waimea Nurseries * Fruitfed Supplies
Town & Country Vet * McCashins Brewery Richards’
Orchard * More FM Community Notices NBS Motueka
* Motueka Public Library * Ray White Richmond *
Bayleys Richmond * The Car Company * Byrne Carriers
* Nelson Heritage Festival * Footie Signs * Frucor Suntory Nelson Provincial Museum *
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Tales from the Past
by Ruth Russ

In the spirit of celebrating the past, as the Moutere area is doing
this year, here is a series of true stories from the 1800s about a
family that lived in the coastal town of Wells-next-the-Sea in England…
It all ended in 1821: the life of brass-worker Thomas Allen, tied
up in a hangman’s noose. The rector marked next to his burial
record, ‘This man hanged himself in a fit of insanity.’ What sort
of insanity, we don’t know. At that time, the definition of insanity
was still primitive, and those diagnosed with ‘insanity’ tactlessly
included people with epilepsy, Down Syndrome, and late-stage
syphilis. Did Thomas Allen have syphilis? It’s entirely possible,
given how rampant the disease was in the nineteenth century.
In any case, he left behind a wife and eight children: five sons
and three daughters. His sons were all mariners, some more successful than others. Dennis was one of the less successful. Born
in 1790, he never reached the rank of shipmaster. He contracted
syphilis as a young man, married Fanny Batterby, and had ten
children with her before dying of cholera at the age of just 44.
The legacy he left was one of hardship and tragedy.
Dennis and Fanny’s first three children died as infants of congenital syphilis. The next two, Frances and William, survived.
Two more children were tragically lost, but the last three lived:
John, Robert and Ann. Ann was eight when Dennis died. Fanny’s
eldest son William, fourteen at the time, went to sea as a ship’s
boy, but he would not be able to provide any substantial support
to his mother and siblings for around four to six years.
Laws around poor-relief changed the year Fanny was widowed.
No longer could paupers expect to receive handouts from workhouses; they would have to become inmates. Fanny’s situation in
particular posed a problem. Her youngest son Robert was an
‘imbecile’: mentally handicapped. Fearing what would happen to
Robert in the workhouse, Fanny instead moved her children to
the East End, the poorest part of town, at the edge of the quay.
She attempted to bring in money as a washerwoman. Her children
grew up illiterate.
A few years later, a proposal to widen and extend the town’s harbour and quay led to Fanny’s waterfront cottage being tagged for
demolition, forcing Fanny to find a new home for her struggling
family. William got married that same year; he would soon have
his own new family to support with his meagre mariner’s wages.
Fanny’s youngest son John was also now a mariner and could
provide some help for his mother and siblings, but financial trouble was not the only thing Fanny had to worry about.

To be continued…
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Country Kids
Country Kids Community Centre would like to take this opportunity to thank our local community for their ongoing
support. We have been overwhelmed with two generous anonymous donations that have helped to purchase a new
heat pump, an updated water system and a new water pump. We are feeling very special and spoilt this term.
We would also like to send a massive thank you to our amazing community of families who put on the most fantastic
teacher/staff appreciation day. A huge shout out to you all. The staff and teachers felt very spoilt, supported and
appreciated. We are so lucky to have such wonderful families/whānau.
During the morning we enjoyed gifts, flowers, beautiful singing, speeches, certificates, superb morning tea, cars
cleaned, new name tags and much more. There were some very happy and emotional staff, the children embraced
these celebrations and had a fantastic time.
Feedback from teachers was awesome and ongoing. Several teachers who have worked in ECE industry for over 30
years said they had never had anything like this before. Thank you xx

We had a wonderful time during the school holidays with the Animal theme in week 1 and the physical theme in
week 2.
Children learnt about the different animals we have for pets and enjoyed visiting the local Animal Park via a bus ride
- this was a learning experience for some children who had never been on a bus before. We learnt about feeding the
animals and caring for them through our visit to Animal farm. This learning was extended with a visit from our local
vet Paula (Kieran’s Mum). Children were able to have a ride on a pony thanks to Anna and her girls (all Country
Kids graduates) who brought Cruz the pony along. We had lots of dramatic play after making ears and tails with
Heather and face painting with Nickie. Lots of fun had by all.
During Physical week we were very motivated and energetic, getting to know our bodies and using all of our
muscles both small and large. Children learnt new games, revisited prior learning through our paddock walks,
challenged themselves and took a risk with the obstacle course. Bike day was a huge success with children bringing
their bikes to Country Kids to show off their amazing bike skills.
Te Whariki ECE CurriculumExploration Mana Aotūroa - The child learns through active exploration of the environment. They gain confidence in
and control of their bodies.
Belonging Mana whenua – Children and their families feel a sense of belonging. Children and their families
experience an environment where connecting links with family and the wider world are affirmed and extended.
Making links between people places and things in their world.
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Sunday Meditation
With Geshe Tharchin
Begins Sunday 25th February 10 to 11.30 am
and every Sunday following.
Join us for the free vegetarian lunch
Chandrakirti Centre
289 Sunrise Valley, Upper Moutere
Call 5432021
10
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COASTAL GARDEN CLUB
Meets first Thursday of the month in the Tasman
Bible Hall ( opp. Jesters) at 1pm
Men and women most welcome to share their
love of gardening . Guest speakers, workshops
and garden visits
Ph.03 528 5405
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PANZ
July 2018 Newsletter
Pastel Artists of New Zealand, Nelson Region
Winter is certainly upon us. Some of us embrace it
and just get on with it but some of us don’t ... I’m one
of them. Although this time of year is a good excuse
to stay nice and warm inside and paint!! Those of you
who are artists or crafts people, whether it be professional or hobbyist, understand that sometimes it is
really hard to get motivated or to find our inspiration.
Whatever your craft or medium we all go through
phases of creativity block!
I find that getting together with like minded artists such
as the pastel artists group that meets on Tuesday
mornings at the Mapua Hall helps to keep me focussed even during the dullest days. Creativity not only
comes from within but from familiar surroundings and
encouragement from others. We occasionally have
mini challenges. The definition of a challenge is to
encourage someone to increase their skills, determination, abilities, etc. by making them do something
new or difficult.
One of our members, Marian Painter, recently challenged us to draw faces using five lines ... some of us
used more J... but she only gave us a minute to look
at the picture of the person and then a minute or two
to draw it. Wow, that was a challenge but what it accomplished was that many of us think we cannot draw
but when faced with something new it is amazing what
you can create. It is a fun way to get us out of our
comfort zone!
We welcome you to come along and see what we do
on a Tuesday morning at the Mapua Community Hall
from 9:00 am to 12:00 pm. Pastels is a very forgiving
medium and if you want to challenge yourself you may
decide to try them and join in on some of our mini
challenges.
For additional information please contact our Area
Rep, Glenys Forbes at 03 540 3388 or by email
gmforbes@ts.co.nz. You can visit our FACEBOOK
page: PANZ Pastel Artists of New Zealand to see
what our pastel artists are creating.
Gloria Anderson
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Whole Barley 25 kg bags
$19 per bag including GST.
Phone 021 454 731
or
03 526 7004
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can be difficult to distinguish from other metabolic disease.
Ketosis or sleepy sickness – this is an imbalance between energy supply and demand. Cows having twins, in
poor condition or with other complications such as mastitis are most at risk. Affected cows are often dull and
weak, with an acetone smell on their breath. We give
Does your pet have arthritis? This cold time of year is
dextrose solution into the vein as it is not absorbed well
when those stiff old joints can become more obviously
under the skin. Oral drenching with Ketol twice daily for
painful. Sometimes we see stiffness especially after rest, several days is also recommended. Sleepy sickness is
difficulty on steps and getting into/out of the car, slowing
very common in ewes and is seen as dullness, inapdown on walks. But often pets just do less – dogs will
petance, apparent blindness, unusual posture, progresswatch you go to the washing line rather than go with you ing to coma and death. Early treatment with Ketol is vital.
and cats will stop jumping up to the windowsill or other
favourite high spots.
Important tips for giving metabolic solutions – there
are many different solutions available and they are availNB Animals with arthritis almost never whimper,
able to buy over the counter in the vet clinic. It is worth
whine or complain about being in pain, so don’t rely
on this as a symptom. If your pet is limping, it is usu- having a couple of bags or bottles at home in case you
need them urgently. However, please familiarise yourself
ally due to pain.
with how they work and only administer them if you have
There is no cure but arthritic pain and inflammation can
been taught how. Vets give some solutions directly into
be minimised by managing your pet’s weight, exercise
the vein but this is dangerous even fatal if you don’t know
and treatment.
what you are doing. Ideally metabolic solutions should be
warmed to body temperature to aid absorption and reWeight control – one of the most important things you
duce shock.
can do for an arthritic animal is maintain their optimum
weight. Extra kilograms are just more load on struggling
joints.

If you are in any doubt about why your animal is unwell or which treatment to use, it is best to call us
ASAP on 5441200 at Richmond or 5418974 in Wakefield.

Exercise management –Short, frequent walks on flat,
soft ground will help maintain muscle mass and strength
without high impact on joints. Swimming is great if it’s not
too cold!
Treatment options – there are many! A warm, comfy,
well-padded bed away from draughts can make a huge
difference. Massage, gentle flexion/extension of arthritic
joints, acupuncture, good nutrition such as Hills j/d,
nutraceuticals such as 4cyte and fish oils are all helpful.
And of course, we can give anti-inflammatory medication
and pain relief – these can transform an old pet’s life.
If you have a pet that’s struggling on its legs, bring them
in for a check-up and we can help you help them to have
an enjoyable, pain-free life.
Winter and spring are the seasons when we see metabolic disease in our farm animals. This is a group of diseases which are caused by abnormal metabolism or an
imbalance of essential nutrients in the body. Metabolic
disease is serious and medical attention needs to be
prompt.
Milk Fever – this is caused by low blood calcium. We
can assume the majority of down cows encountered
around calving are likely to have a Milk Fever component.
Treatment is calcium borogluconate solution and is very
effective if given promptly and correctly dosed. In ewes,
outbreaks are often precipitated by sudden changes in
feed, yarding or driving.
Grass staggers – is due to low blood magnesium and
often occurs in combination with Milk Fever. Cows are
usually down but more alert than Milk Fever cases, sometimes even aggressive. Cows should be treated with
metabolic solutions containing magnesium and provided
with ongoing oral magnesium supplements. In ewes it
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